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A masterpiece of storytelling from  
one of the world’s best-loved novelists. 

A once-in-a-generation  

novel that breaks and 

mends your heart in  

the way only the best  

fiction can.
B PB | £8.99

03/03/2022 | 9780571364909
B PB | £8.99

05/04/2022 | 9780571366590
TPB | £12.99

26/05/2022 | 9780571372676

TPB | £12.99
02/06/2022 | 9780571370726

B PB | £8.99
02/06/2022 | 9780571329342

B PB | £8.99
07/04/2022 | 9780571366309

Demon Copperhead speaks for a new generation of lost boys  
and all those born into beautiful, cursed places they can’t  

imagine leaving behind. 

20 October 2022
TRADE PAPERBACK
£14.99 | 9780571376476

Spring Highlights

EUR EUR
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A PB | £6.99
9780571347032

B PB | £8.99
9780571339792

B PB | £9.99
9780571252671

B PB | £8.99
9780571290802

B PB | £8.99
9780571298853

B PB | £8.99
9780571298839
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B PB | £8.99
9780571348398

B PB | £8.99
9780571365029

Avalon
NELL ZINK
Rich, dark, and laced with masterful humour, Avalon is an upside-down Cinderella tale – a 
fresh story of one teenager’s reckoning with the world around her while searching for her 
own private utopia. The new novel from one of America’s most thrilling and original voices – 
subversive, profound and blue-black funny.

TPB | £12.99
07/07/2022 | 9780571376957

The Family Retreat
BEV THOMAS
When Rob decides the family needs to get away for the summer Jess is not 
convinced – won’t all the things they’re escaping be waiting for them on their 
return? But the kids are thrilled, and before long their idyllic little cottage, the sea 
air, and the feel of skin sticky from suncream, lollies and sand, begins to work its 
magic. As the summer heat intensifies and new friendships take hold, all is not as it 
seems. The water may look inviting but even the gentlest looking waves can hide the 
deadliest undercurrents.

TPB | £12.99
18/08/2022 | 9780571349562

A Certain Hunger
CHELSEA G. SUMMERS
Dorothy Daniels has always had a voracious – and adventurous – appetite. From her 
idyllic farm-to-table childhood to the heights of her career as a food critic, Dorothy 
has never been shy about indulging her tastes – even when it lead to her plunging an 
ice pick into her lover’s neck.

There is something inside Dorothy that makes her different, something she’s finally 
ready to confess. But beware: her story just might make you wonder how your lover 
would taste sautéed with shallots and mushrooms and deglazed with a little red 
wine.

B PBO | £8.99
07/07/2022 | 9780571372324

The Latecomer
JEAN HANFF KORELITZ
The Oppenheimer triplets have been reared with every advantage: wealth, 
education, and the determined attention of at least one of their parents. 
Now, ready to leave for college and desperate to escape one another at last, 
the triplets are forced to contend with an unexpected complication: a fourth 
Oppenheimer sibling has just been born. What has possessed their parents 
to make such an unfathomable decision? The triplets can't begin to imagine 
the impact this unwanted sibling will have on their lives – nor the power this 
little latecomer is about to exert . . .

B PB | £8.99
04/08/2022 | 9780571376902Beautiful World, 

Where Are You
B PB | £8.99
09/06/2022 | 9780571365449

Normal People
B PB | £8.99
9780571334650

Conversations
with friends
B PB | £8.99
9780571333134

‘THE LITERARY PHENOMENON OF THE DECADE.’ GUARDIAN
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Cover to come

Cover to come

Cover to come

EUR
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The epic historical murder mystery, from the  
                         winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature.

With the stealth of a spy vessel, the royal ship approaches the  
famous vistas of Mingheria. The twenty-ninth state of the ailing Ottoman Empire.

The ship carries Princess Pakize, the daughter of a deposed sultan, her doctor husband, and the Royal Chemist.  
Each of them holds a separate mission. Not all of them will survive the weeks ahead. Because Mingheria is on the cusp  

of catastrophe. There are rumours of plague – rumours some in power will try to suppress.

But plague is not the only killer.

B PB | £8.99
9780571275953

B PB | £8.99
9780571218318

B PB | £9.99
9780571326099

B PB | £8.99
9780571237029

B PB | £9.99
9780571268832

B PB | £8.99
9780571330317

The Republic of False Truths
ALAA AL ASWANY
General Alwany is a pious man who loves his family. He also tortures and 
kills enemies of the state. Under the regime of Hosni Mubarak, Egypt is 
gripped by cronyism, religious hypocrisy and the oppressive military. Now, 
however, the regime faces its greatest crisis. The idealistic young have 
come together to challenge the status quo. Euphoria mounts as Mubarak is 
toppled and love blossoms across class divides, but can it last?

B PB | £8.99
07/07/2022 | 9780571347612

Small Things Like These
CLAIRE KEEGAN
It is 1985, in an Irish town. During the weeks leading up to Christmas, Bill 
Furlong, a coal and timber merchant, faces his busiest season. As he does 
the rounds, he feels the past rising up to meet him – and encounters the 
complicit silences of a small community controlled by the Church.

B PB | £8.99
01/09/2022 | 9780571368709

Winter in the Air
SYLVIA TOWNSEND WARNER
A lady returns to the scene of her tumultuous divorce. A railway carriage 
hosts a charged encounter between a schoolboy and older woman. A 
woman waits anxiously in a café before eloping to Paris. Another steals a 
friend’s kitchen knife. 

Sylvia Townsend Warner is a gloriously tragicomic chronicler of the heart’s 
entanglements and a champion of outsiders, whether single women, the 
elderly or wartime refugees, in this collection of eighteen short stories.

B PB | £9.99
17/11/2022 | 9780571375462

B PB | £8.99
01/09/2022 | 9780571255658
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NIGHTS
of PLAGUE

ORHAN
PAMUK

TRADE PAPERBACK | 22 September 2022
£14.99 | 9780571352937

Cover not final

Cover not final

Cover to come
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Harsh Times
MARIO VARGAS LLOSA
Guatemala, 1954. A CIA-supported military coup 
topples the government. Was it really about the 
spread of Soviet Communism? Ironic and sensual, 
provocative and redemptive, Harsh Times is a story of 
international conspiracies and conflicting Cold War 
interests, the echoes of which are still felt today.

B PB | £9.99
03/11/2022 | 9780571365692

Mine Boy
PETER ABRAHAMS
Tracing one boy’s loves, friendships and political 
awakening in Johannesburg’s mines, in 1946 Peter 
Abrahams’s Mine Boy exposed South Africa’s fledgling 
racial apartheid system and townships to the world 
– and its wisdom, vividness and power endure to this 
day. 

B PB | £9.99
01/12/2022 | 9780571376414

EUR

B PB | £8.99
9780571333103

04/08/2022
9780571371044 b

9780571367986

B PB | £8.99

9780571368044 b 05/05/2022
9780571373253 b

07/04/2022
9780571371662

07/04/2022
9780571371679

07/04/2022
9780571371648

06/01/2022 | £8.99
9780571371723

06/01/2022
9780571371686

06/01/2022
9780571365098

07/10/2021
9780571362325

07/10/2021
9780571362332

07/10/2021
9780571362349

WORLD

Rediscover WILLIAM GOLDING  
in these experimental modern classics  

B PB | £9.99 | b
03/02/2022

9780571370863 b

Spotlighting radical voices for new generations

© Carl Van Vechten

Cover to come



CRIME 9

B PB | £8.99
9780571362707

B PB | £8.99
9780571340705

April in Spain
JOHN BANVILLE
On holiday with his wife, Dublin pathologist Quirke glimpses 
a familiar face. Is his imagination running away with him, 
or does he recognise this woman from her part in one of the 
darkest political scandals in recent Irish history? Solving this 
mystery may be impossible, because time is running out: a 
terrifying hitman hunts down his prey, and they are all set for a 
brutal showdown.

B PB | £8.99
07/07/2022 | 9780571363605

The Missing Hours
JULIA DAHL
From a distance, Claudia Castro has it all: the famous family, the trust 
fund, thousands of Instagram followers, and a spot in NYU’s freshman 
class. But then one drunken night everything changes. Her memory hazy, 
Claudia cuts herself off from her family and her friends – and when the 
rest of school comes back from spring break, Claudia is missing . . .

B PB | £8.99
07/07/2022 | 9780571354122

EUR

8

A Land More Kind Than Home
WILEY CASH
Only Jess really knows what happened to 
his mute brother, but scared and on the run, 
can he live to reveal the evil truth behind the 
charismatic Pastor? A darkly memorable crime 
novel, and a beautifully written coming-of-age 
story – for fans of Mare of Easttown, To Kill a 
Mockingbird and Night of the Hunter.

B PB | £8.99
04/08/2022 | 9780571373420

This Dark Road To Mercy
WILEY CASH
After their mother unexpectedly dies, Easter Quilby and her 
sister are stolen away from their foster home by Wade, the father 
they haven’t seen in years. Their court-appointed guardian, goes 
after them, suspecting Wade of having taken part in a high-
profile robbery. But he’s not the only one on their tail, as Robert 
Pruitt, a deadly hunter, is determined to get to them first and 
claim his due.

B PB | £8.99
04/08/2022 | 9780571373475

B PB | £7.99
9780571347766

B PB | £7.99
9780571342778

B PB | £8.99
9780571347780

We Know You Remember
TOVE ALSTERDAL
In the first instalment of this brand new series from the Swedish crime sensation, 
detective Eira Sjöden is forced to face the spectre of a shocking murder that rocked 
her community two decades earlier. As her investigation begins to untangle years 
of well-kept secrets, can Eria face the truth?

B PB | £8.99
03/11/2022 | 9780571368938
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Black and Female
TSITSI DANGAREMBGA
In these essays, Tsitsi Dangarembga dissects the nervous condition of 
being not only Black, and not only a woman, but also quote-unquote 
‘postcolonial’. Negotiating the experiences, events, intersections, and 
her multifaceted identity, Dangarembga offers a powerful vision of Black 
liberation.

winner of friedenspreis des deutschen buchhandels 2021

A HB | £9.99
18/08/2022 | 9780571373192

A Sultry Month
ALETHEA HAYTER
Spend a sizzling heatwave with Victorian London’s literati in this rediscovered classic.

June 1846. Elizabeth Barrett is courted by her secret fiancé, the poet Robert Browning, 
who plots their elopement to Italy; Keats roams Hampstead Heath; Wordsworth visits 
the zoo; Dickens roams the city; the Carlyles host parties. But when a painter friend 
commits suicide, they find their lives spiralling around the tragedy.

Demy TPB | £12.99
07/07/2022 | 9780571372294

The Waste Land
MATTHEW HOLLIS
A century after its publication T. S. Eliot’s masterpiece 
remains a work of comparative mystery. In this gripping 
account, award-winning biographer Matthew Hollis 
reconstructs the making of the poem and brings its times 
vividly to life. He tells the story of the cultural and personal 
trauma that forged the poem through the interleaved lives 
of its protagonists – of Ezra Pound, who edited it, of Vivien 
Eliot, who endured it, and of T. S. Eliot himself whose private 
torment is woven into the fabric of the work.

HB | £20.00
01/09/2022 | 9780571297214

NON-FICTION

B PB | £8.99
9780571367986

B PB | £8.99
9780571356225

B PB | £7.99
9780571370436

B PB | £8.99
9780571268955

B PB | £8.99
9780571366422

B PB | £9.99
9780571365166

B PB | £8.99
9780571364688

B PB | £8.99
9780571357970

B PB | £9.99
9780571347933

B PB | £8.99
9780571339457

B PB | £8.99
9780571365210

B PB | £9.99
9780571365906

B PB | £9.99
9780571367795

B PB | £8.99
9780571356508

B PB | £9.99
9780571349814

HOT SUMMER READS

WORLD

B PB | £8.99
9780571368129

B PB | £8.99
9780571368143

B PB | £8.99
9780571355525

B PB | £8.99
9780571097128

‘A short, staggering 
collection of essays from 
‘one of the most  
remarkable people the  
Booker Prize has ever  
celebrated’ New Statesman

Cover not final

Cover not final

WORLD

EXPORT
PRICE

CONTACT YOUR SALES MANAGER TO MAKE UP YOUR IDEAL SUMMER PROMOTION

WORLD



The Golden Mole: and Other Vanishing Treasures
KATHERINE RUNDELL
A gloriously illustrated bestiary of the world’s most extraordinary endangered 
animals and a treasure trove of vanishing wonders, The Golden Mole is a chance to be 
awestruck and lovestruck – to fall for the likes of the wondrous pygmy elephant, the 
seahorse, the narwhal and, as astonishing and threatened as them all, the human.

HB | £12.99
06/10/2022 | 9780571362493

Gender Swapped Greek Myths
KARRIE FRANSMAN & JONATHAN PLACKETT
Having changed the way we look at fairy tales in their last book, 
Karrie and Jon have turned to ancient myths to see what magic their 
marvellous gender-swapping machine can work on them. They haven’t 
rewritten these myths. They haven’t reimagined endings, or reinvented 
characters. All they’ve done is switch all the genders. You’ll be amazed 
by the world this swap creates – and by the new goddesses, heroes, 
villainesses and adventurers you’re about to discover.

HB | £20.00
01/09/2022 | 9780571371327

How to Disagree
 IAN LESLIE
Drawing upon essential lessons from world-class experts on how to disagree well and 
combining them with inspiring stories of productive disagreements from science, 
technology and the arts, Ian Leslie reveals how we can confront our differences and reap 
the benefits of diverse viewpoints in an era that feels more divided than ever.

B PB | £9.99
07/07/2022 | 9780571374663
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HB | £20.00
9780571360185

EUR

EUR
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The Devil You Know
GWEN ADSHEAD
Dr Gwen Adshead, one of Britain’s leading forensic psychiatrists, has spent 
decades providing therapy inside secure hospitals and prisons. Case by case, 
Adshead reveals stories of cruelty and despair but also of change and recovery. 
The Devil You Know is a compassionate book – challenging assumptions and 
changing minds, that of the patient and the reader.

B PB | £9.99
07/07/2022 | 9780571357628

Dear Senthuran
AKWAEKE EMEZI
In letters addressed to their friends, to members of their family – both 
biological and chosen – and to fellow storytellers, Akwaeke Emezi 
describes the shape of a life lived in overlapping realities. The result is 
a Black spirit memoir: a powerful, raw unfolding of identity.

B PB | £10.99
21/07/2022 | 9780571366163

Being You
ANIL SETH
Somehow, within each of our brains, billions of neurons work to create 
our conscious experience. How does this happen? After over twenty years 
researching the brain, neuroscientist Anil Seth puts forward a radical new 
theory of consciousness. Being You is an accessible, inspiring and eye-opening 
exploration of the brain by one of the most remarkable pioneers working in 
science today.

B PB | £9.99
01/09/2022 | 9780571337729

Paperback cover to come

Paperback cover to come

Cover to come

Illustration by Tayla Baldwin
Cover to come

WORLD

Cover not final

EUR
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05/05/2022 | B PB | £9.99
9780571359974

B PB | £10.99
9780571327676

02/06/2022 | B PB | £12.99
9780571353576

B PB | £14.99
9780571288014

B PB | £9.99
9780571365166

B PB | £10.99
9780571374595

B PB | £9.99
9780571357079

02/06/2022 | TPB | £14.99
9780571373826

21/04/2022 | HB | £20.00
9780571361977

B PB | £9.99
9780571366460

B PB | £9.99
9780571365906

B PB | £9.99
9780571359264

Allegorizings
JAN MORRIS
Soldier, journalist, historian, author of forty 
books, Jan Morris led an extraordinary life, 
witnessing such seminal moments as the first 
ascent of Everest, the Suez Canal Crisis, the 
Eichmann Trial, the Cuban Revolution and so 
much more. From reflections on identity and 
nations to the importance of good marmalade, 
Allegorizings is the final despatch from one 
of the greatest chroniclers of the twentieth 
century.

B PB | £8.99
04/08/2022 | 9780571234141

Black Teacher
BERYL GILROY
Denied teaching jobs due to the colour 
bar. Working in an office amidst London’s 
bombsites. Raising two children in suburbia. 
Becoming one of the first black headteachers in 
Britain. Beryl Gilroy’s extraordinary memoir 
of moving from Guyana to post-war Britain is 
a rediscovered classic by ‘an unsung heroine of 
Black British literature’.

Introduced by Bernardine Evaristo.

B PB | £9.99
04/08/2022 | 9780571366989

Sybil & Cyril
JENNY UGLOW
In 1922, Cyril Power, a fifty-year-old architect, 
left his family to work with the twenty-four-
year-old Sybil Andrews. They would be together 
for twenty years, becoming famous for their 
dynamic, modernist linocuts – full of movement 
and brilliant colour. Theirs was a scintillating 
world of machines and speed, shops and sport 
and dance, shining against the threat of the 
Great Depression and looming shadows of war.

B PB | £12.99
18/08/2022 | 9780571354160

Miss Dior
JUSTINE PICARDIE
Painting a portrait of the woman behind the 
designer Christian Dior – his beloved younger 
sister Catherine – Miss Dior moves through 
Occupied Paris, the concentration camp 
of Ravensbrück and the Dior family home, 
exploring what it means to believe in beauty 
and hope, despite our knowledge of darkness 
and despair, and discovering the solace of the 
natural world in the aftermath of devastation 
and destruction. 

TPB | £16.99
15/09/2022 | 9780571356539

Burning Boy
PAUL AUSTER
Best known as the author of The Red Badge of 
Courage, Stephen Crane produced an avalanche 
of sublimely original short stories, novellas, po-
ems and journalism before his life was cut short 
at the age of twenty-eight.

Celebrated novelist Paul Auster delves into the 
many forms of Crane’s greatness as he tells the 
story of Crane’s tumultuous and dramatic life in 
this breakthrough biography.

B PB | £14.99
06/10/2022 | 9780571353361

Looking for Trouble
VIRGINIA COWLES
The trailblazing war correspondent Virginia 
Cowles reported from the front-line of 1930s 
Europe throughout the Second World War, 
always in the right place at the right time. 
Taking tea with Hitler, escaping Paris hours 
before Nazi occupation and dancing in London’s 
bomb-blasted Ritz. Her bestselling 1941 memoir 
is a thrilling historical gem, introduced by 
Christina Lamb.

B PB | £10.99
20/10/2022 | 9780571367559

EUR

EUR

EUR

EUR

B PB | £8.99
9780571340927

B PB | £8.99
9780571357666

WORLD

EXPORT
PRICE

EXPORT
PRICE

Cover not final
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What Just Happened?
MARINA HYDE
No other writer is more suited to chronicle the absurd and chaotic times we live in 
than Marina Hyde. Based on her spectacularly funny Guardian columns, this book 
tells the story of the hellscape of the last decade: gaslighting politicians, Trumpian 
wtf-ery, mad royals, tech billionaires, the Brexit soap-opera and the series 
finale of the United Kingdom. 

What Just Happened? will be a welcome blast of humour and 
sanity in the more-than-likely bleak winter of 2022.

TPB | £12.99
06/10/2022 | 9781783352609
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ARTS & SOCIAL 17

ARTS & SOCIAL

Sound Within Sound
KATE MOLLESON
A radical and compelling new history of twentieth-century composers, 
shining light on the sonic pioneers whose work transformed musical history. 
Traversing the globe from Ethiopia and the Philippines to Mexico, Russia and 
beyond, Kate Molleson tells the stories of ten figures who altered the course of 
musical history, only to be sidelined and denied recognition during an era that 
systemically favoured certain sounds – and people – over others. 

HB | £18.99
07/07/2022 | 9780571363223

Re-sisters
COSEY FANNI TUTTI
In 2018 Cosey Fanni Tutti received a commission to 
write the soundtrack to a film about Delia Derbyshire. 
While researching, Cosey became immersed in 
Derbyshire’s story and uncovered fascinating parallels 
with her own life. At the same time Cosey began reading 
about Margery Kempe, the fifteenth-century mystic who 
wrote the first English language autobiography.

Re-sisters is the story of three women consumed by their 
passion for life, a passion they expressed through music, 
art and lifestyle. 

HB | £18.99
18/08/2022 | 9780571362189

You Are Beautiful and You Are Alone
JENNIFER OTTER BICKERDIKE
Nico was an ever-evolving myth, an enigma that escaped definition. 
You Are Beautiful and You Are Alone is an empowering reappraisal of an 
underappreciated icon: defying the sexist casting of her life as the tragedy 
of a beautiful woman losing her youth and fame, Bickerdike draws upon new 
interviews and rare archival material to cement her legacy as one of the most 
vital artists of her time. 

B PB | £12.99
04/08/2022 | 9780571350025

B PB | £9.99
9781783351985

B PB | £9.99
9780571274062

B PB | £9.99
9781783352333

B PB | £9.99
9781783351541

B PB | £8.99
9781783352197

B PB | £9.99
9781783351305

B PB | £9.99
9781783352067

B PB | £9.99
9781783351916

B PB | £8.99
9781783352364

B PB | £9.99
9781783350827

The best of  Guardian Faber

WORLD

WORLD

B PB | £10.99
9780571328529
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TPB |£35.00
9780571238347

B PB | £10.99
9780571370269

TPB | £12.99
9780571314355

TPB | £14.99
9780571360475

05/05/2022 | TPB | £16.99
9780571372195

TPB | £16.99
9780571322404

B HB | £9.99
9780571368983

B PB | £8.99
9780571369003

B PB | £9.99
9780571309351

B PB | £12.99
9780571350865

A PB | £7.99
9780571370436

B PB | £9.99
9780571374847

Diaghilev’s Empire
RUPERT CHRISTIANSEN
Serge Diaghilev was the Russian impresario who is often said to have invented the 
modern art form of ballet. Published to mark the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary 
of Diaghilev’s birth, leading writer and critic Rupert Christiansen, presents a freshly 
researched reassessment of a unique phenomenon, exploring passionate conflicts and 
outsize personalities in a thrilling story embracing triumph and disaster.

HB | £20.00
15/09/2022 | 9780571348015

Nina Simone’s Gum
WARREN ELLIS
Having witnessed what was fated to be one of 
Dr Nina Simone’s final shows in Britain, Warren 
Ellis crept on to the stage and took her piece 
of chewed gum from the piano; it remained 
with him for twenty years, a sacred totem. 
This is a story about the meaning we bestow 
on objects and experiences. It is a celebration 
of the artistic process and the incomparable 
power of the art borne from it – of friendship, 
understanding and love.

TPB | £10.99
15/09/2022 | 9780571365630

Eruption
PAUL BRANNIGAN
Originally published to mark the first anniversary of Eddie Van Halen’s early death –  it 
reaches beyond the headlines to explore the cultural and social contexts that shaped this 
iconic guitarist, while also turning up the dial on a life lived at volume eleven.

B PB | £10.99
01/09/2022 | 9780571311477

The Beloved Vision
STEPHEN WALSH
Everyone loves romantic music: the sweet 
melody of a Schubert song, the heroine 
dying for love in an Italian opera, the 
swooning orchestration of a Tchaikovsky 
symphony. But as Stephen Walsh points 
out, there is infinitely more to romantic 
music than meets the eye. The Beloved 
Vision tells a colourful and thrilling 
story of an era in music history that has 
become the mainstay of the twentieth- and 
twenty-first-century concert and operatic 
repertoire.

HB | £25.00
06/10/2022 | 9780571356959

Distant Melodies
EDWARD DUSINBERRE
Music has the power to evoke a lost place or time. A melody may both recall 
home and illuminate how far one has travelled from it. An absorbing journey 
of exploration into the related ideas of home, displacement and retreat in the 
lives and music of four great composers – Bartók, Britten, Dvořák and Elgar.

Demy HB | £18.99
03/11/2022 | 9780571366545

WORLD

Hollywood
SAM WASSON
The greatest cocktail party ever thrown in Hollywood: from Harold Lloyd to Katharine Hepburn 
to Warren Beatty to Jane Fonda and beyond, including directors, writers, producers, editors, 
designers of sets and costumes, Hollywood: The Oral History covers the history of Hollywood 
from the Silent era up to the twenty-first-century.

HB | £20.00
17/11/2022 | 9780571366941

WORLD

EUR

Paperback cover to come

Cover to come

Cover to come EXPORT
PRICE

EUR



FA BE R  P OE T RY BECAUSE CURSES  
          CAN BE BROKEN . . .

3 November 2022
B PB | £8.99 | 9780571371600

Serilda and Gild attempt to break the curses that tether their spirits  

to Adalheid's haunted castle and thwart the Erlking’s plans, all the while solving the mystery  

of Gild's forgotten name and freeing his younger sister.

B PB | £8.99
9780571371587

EUR

Bestselling author Marissa Meyer concludes her young adult  
retelling of Rumpelstiltskin in this sequel to Gilded. 
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07/04/2022  | PB | £9.99
9780571347162

PB | £8.99
9780571097128

PB | £10.99
9780571359868

PB | £10.99
9780571348046

PB | £10.99
9780571359905

Faber P0etry Diary 2023
18/08/2022 |HB | £12.99

9780571376650

Liberty Faber P0etry Diary 2023
18/08/2022 |HB | £15.99

9780571376667

PB | £9.99
9780571348510
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5 PB | £10.99
9780571365562
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8 PB | £12.99

9780571353392

PB | £10.999780571351411

03/11/
2022

PB | £
10.99

9780571341757
03/11/2022

PB | £12.99

9780571273287

06/10/2022

PB | £10.99

9780571352098
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B PB | £7.99
9780571368013

CHILDREN’S | MIDDLE GRADE

B PB | £7.99
9780571364503

B PB | £7.99
9780571346301

B PB | £7.99
9780571346851

Hurricane Summer
ASHA BROMFIELD
Tilla has spent her entire life trying to make her father love her. But every 
six months, he leaves their family and returns to his true home: the island of 
Jamaica. When Tilla’s mother tells her she’ll be spending the summer on the 
island, Tilla dreads the idea of seeing him again, but longs to discover what life 
in Jamaica has always held for him.

A powerful coming of age story that deals with colourism, classism, young 
love – and what it means to discover your own voice in the centre of complete 
destruction.

B PB | £8.99
07/07/2022 | 9780571371624

The Accidental Stowaway
JUDITH EAGLE
When Patch runs up the gangway of the steamship, she isn’t planning to hang 
around. But too late, she realises the ship is setting sail and Patch has become an 
accidental stowaway. Luckily, Patch’s unconventional past has made her fearless 
when it comes to fending for herself, but hiding away becomes less and less easy: 
her new friends urgently need her help and a there's a mystery that needs solving, 
all before they reach New York . . .

B PB | £7.99
04/08/2022 | 9780571363124

The Carnival of the Hunted
KIERAN LARWOOD
Something sinister is going on in the stinking slums of London. 
Sideshow acts are going missing . . . men wearing animal masks and eye 
goggles are hunting them down and killing them for sport. But who are 
this fiendish Hunters’ Club? And what is the reason for their cruel game? 
Welcome back to this wonderfully murky world of intrigue with a new 
mystery for the Carnival to solve.

B PB | £7.99
07/07/2022 | 9780571364527

Lark & Kasim Start a Revolution
KACEN CALLENDER
When seventeen-year-old nonbinary, neurodivergent Lark 
pretends they are the creator of a viral thread that their 
ex-best friend, Kasim, accidentally posted onto their Twitter 
account, things get out of hand fast. As Lark’s lie deepens, they 
search for the courage to speak the truth and discover how 
their own self-love can be a revolution.

B PB | £8.99
01/09/2022 | 9780571375875

The Bell Jar – Illustrated Edition
SYLVIA PLATH
Sylvia Plath’s ground-breaking semi-autobiographical novel broke the 
boundaries between fiction and reality and helped cement Sylvia Plath’s 
place as an enduring feminist icon. This reissue is a special illustrated 
edition with artwork by Beya Rebai, and the third book in our collection 
of illustrated Faber Classics.

HB | £14.99
06/10/2022 | 9780571373079
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WORLD

Cover not final

Cover not final

Cover to come
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PB | £6.99
9780571349494

02/06/2022 | PB | £6.99
9780571361823

PB | £6.99
9780571340019

HB | £12.99
9780571370221

B PB | £7.99
9780571371198

TPB | £12.99
9780571373543

B PB | £7.99
9780571355112

B PB | £8.99
9780571366910

B PB | £7.99
9780571355594

B PB | £7.99
9780571369645

B PB | £7.99
9780571366750

PB | £7.99
9780571332830

The Treekeepers
KIERAN LARWOOD
Liska is a shapeshifter and lives in a city embedded in the trunk and branches of an enormous 
tree. Ropeways and staircases crisscross the outer trunk, portals and sleeppods are dotted all 
around it. When she hears that the tree is under threat, it is her duty to act and combat the evil 
that is sucking the lifeblood from the Undrentree itself, the giver of all life.

An epic novel about a tree of extraordinary power and a world that is now under threat, from 
the author of the bestselling Five Realms series.

B HB | £12.99
06/10/2022 | 9780571364565 Explorers at Stardust City

ALEX BELL
Ursula and her friends are in a race against time. The Collector has taken Stella captive, and is 
hungrily snatching up all the beautiful places of the world in her snow globe prisons. She needs to be 
stopped, but first they must find her.

Escape into a sensational world filled with space moles, sea goblins and giant sharks, all covered 
with a sprinkling of moon dust!

B PB | £7.99
03/11/2022 | 9780571359752

The Roar
EOIN MCLAUGHLIN
Tortoise was stuck.
Being stuck made Tortoise cross.

Tortoise is not having a good day and now he’s stuck in a hole and is far too cross for hugs. 
Hedgehog sits and waits and then makes Tortoise laugh – taking the time to let the moment pass 
and acknowledge how Tortoise feels.

07/07/2022
HB small | £6.99 | 9780571374359
PB | £6.99 | 9780571374366

To Catch A Cloud
ELENA DE ROO
I spy a cloud go floating by
Where do you go, Cloud, so high?

A boy and a dog follow a cloud out to sea, but as the weather worsens he relies on the 
whales and waves to bear him home. An epic story, wrapped up as a sea shanty.

PB | £6.99
04/08/2022 | 9780571340583

Richard Scarry’s Storybook Dictionary
RICHARD SCARRY
Kids will have hours of fun and learning with Richard 
Scarry characters like Lowly Worm and Hilda Hippo as 
they go on an adventure of discovery from A to Z. With 
thousands of pictures in full colour and charming stories, 
this one-of-a-kind treasure is sure to be a favourite with 
parents and kids alike.

HB | £14.99
03/11/2022 | 9780571375035

MIDDLE GRADE

WORLD

WORLD

CHILDREN’S | YOUNG READERS

EUR

B PB | £7.99
9780571359738

B PB | £7.99
9780571332588

B PB | £7.99
9780571332564

B PB | £7.99
9780571359714

B PB | £7.99
9780571332540

HB | £12.99
9780571361175

PB | £8.99
9780571361205

Mia and the Lightcasters
JANELLE MCCURDY
Twelve-year old Mia has always dreamed of being an umbra tamer. She must learn to 
harness her powers if she stands any chance of confronting the king and rescuing her 
parents. If she can’t, she’ll lose her soul, and her family, to the Darkness forever. . .

The first instalment in a bold new series, perfect for fans of Percy Jackson, Katie & Kevin 
Tsang and Abi Elphinstone.

B PB | £7.99
04/08/2022 | 9780571368433

EUR

Cover to come

WORLD

Cover not final

Cover not final



BESTSELLING INTERNATIONAL PAPERBACKS

B PB | £8.99
9780571333134

B PB | £8.99
9780571327232

B PB | £8.99
9780571340293

B PB | £8.99
9780571334650

B PB | £10.99
9780571218332

B PB | £8.99
9780571360994

B PB | £8.99
9780571298730

A PB | £6.99
9780571342389

B PB | £8.99
9780571364909

B PB | £9.99
9780571268832

A PB | £7.99
9780571302215

A PB | £7.99
9780571200832

B PB | £8.99
9780571311576

B PB | £8.99
9780571346769

B PB | £8.99
9780571356508

B PB | £8.99
9780571342723

A PB | £7.99
9780571224142

B PB | £8.99
9780571355525

A PB | £7.99
9780571315062

B PB | £7.99
9780571295715

B PB | £8.99
9780571351008

B PB | £8.99
9780571273713

B PB | £8.99
9780571371587

B PB | £8.99
9780571339792

A PB | £6.99
9780571347032

B PB | £8.99
9780571333394

B PB | £8.99
9780571081783

B PB | £8.99
9780571368129

B PB | £8.99
9780571366309

B PB | £8.99
9780571365449

A PB | £7.99
9780571324644

B PB | £8.99
9780571340224

B PB | £8.99
9780571349371

B PB | £8.99
9780571338757

B PB | £8.99
9780571336494
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The Faber Book of Bedtime Stories
VARIOUS
A stunning collection of brand new bedtime stories which 
promote the messages of inclusivity, acceptance and bravery in 
the face of adversity.  Stories that are full of hope and courage 
brimming with positivity as an antidote to the challenging 
world we live in. 

With authors including: Ann Jungman, Emma Carroll, Kate 
Saunders, Kieran Larwood, Natasha Farrant, Pip Jones, Lou 
Kuenzler, Ingrid Persaud, Aisha Bushby and Hannah Lee.

HB | £20
06/10/2022 | 9780571363933

Bad Panda: The Cake Escape
SWAPNA HADDOW
Lin the panda is on a mission: to find her best friend, Fu. 
He's disappeared from the zoo! Has he been stolen by the 
Horrid Human? The boy who was looking to add to his 
sinister collection of stuffed animals? Can Lin and her 
animal friends find him before it's too late?

B PB | £6.99
04/08/2022 | 9780571352456

WORLD

WORLD

B PB | £6.99
9780571352418
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